**June 2022 iConquerMS Spotlight**

**Don’t miss our Chat with Chat webinar series!**

The Next Steps Committee of iConquerMS has launched a webinar series called “Chat with Chat” and you’re invited! Hosted by our research collaborator Chat Ngorsuraches (iConquerMS’s newest Ambassador) these conversations provide a glimpse at the researchers working with iConquerMS, what they study, and how their work will benefit people with MS.

In **Episode 1**, Chat spoke about his own research into the aspects of MS drugs that people value the most.

In **Episode 2**, Chat spoke with Nina Bozinov, MD MS, about "Measuring the Quality of Life of People With MS: Findings From the REAL MS Study."

In **Episode 3**, Chat spoke with Farrah Mateen, MD PhD, about what we’ve learned from iConquerMS about COVID-19 and MS.

In **Episode 4**, Chat spoke with Farren Briggs, PhD ScM, about “COVID-19 vaccine safety: A study from iConquerMS data.”
In **Episode 5**, Special guest Hollie Schmidt spoke with Mitch Wallin, MD MPH, about “Telemedicine and MS: Perspectives from Patients and Health Care Providers.”

A heartfelt thank you to Chat and his colleagues for making this educational resource possible. Stay tuned for future episodes!